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1 Executive Summary  
This document provides information about the status of the ETICS and PACAGrid connector 

implementation used to execute  the first version of the eTravel use case. 

The ETICS and PACAGrid connectors are the basis of the interaction between the TEFIS components and 

the ETICS and PACAGrid testbeds respectively (see [4]). These connectors implement the TCI (TEFIS 

Connector Interface) described in [1]. 

This document is, mainly, divided into two parts to describe how resource, data and identity 

management, execution and monitoring functionalities have been implemented by each of the two 

connectors, ETICS and PACAGrid. The two chapters, 2 and 3, describing respectively the ETICS and 

PACAGrid connector, follow the same section/subsection structure: 

• Connector implementation summary: it outlines some general concepts and the followed 

approach to implement the connector; 

• Connector functionality: it presents the top level functionality that the connector “brings” in 

TEFIS and its usage in TEFIS’ use cases; 

• Design and implementation: it describes the details of the connector architecture and design. In 

this section the current solution about connector identity management is presented too; 

• Resource management: the kind of resources provided by the testbed, how their are described in 

TEFIS and how their instances look like are described in this section. Moreover, the section 

presents also how resource management is performed through the connector, TEAGLE (see [2]) 

and the implemented operations of the TCI-RM interface; 

• Data management: it presents the solution provided by the connector to perform the data 

management and, in particular, what are the interactions with the TEFIS iRODS file system (see 

[3]) to transfer data from the TEFIS data management system to the testbed and vice versa and 

how the TEFIS users can access data stored on the testbed; 

• Execution: this section defines the implementation of the TCI-EXEC interface by the connector. 

TCI-EXEC operations allow the execution of an experiment step on a testbed and to monitor its  

status. Hence, the sections describes which parameters, their types and values, the connector 

has to receive to appropriately launch the execution of the experiment step on the testbed; 

• Deployment: in this section the deployment aspects of the connector are listed: particular 

requirements, characteristics of the deployment environment and the URL at which the 

connector is reachable; 

• Future work: it defines the future refinements, improvements and extensions to add to the 

current implementation of the connector. They are going to be developed during the second 

year of the TEFIS project. 
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The document should be read in conjunction with [4], which presents the whole TEFIS platform 

architecture, [1], which defines the TCI interface implemented by TEFIS connectors, [2], which describes 

TEAGLE and its resource model and [3], in which the TEFIS data management system based on iRODS is 

presented. 
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2 ETICS Connector Implementation Summary 
This chapter describes the implementation of the ETICS connector done during the first year of project. 

The work has been based and led by deliverable D5.1.1 (delivered in project's month 5) which presents 

the general connector' specifications in terms of interface (TEFIS Connector Interface - TCI) and 

architecture. Furthermore deliverable D5.1.1 contains (section 6.3) an analysis and a high level design for 

the ETICS connector. 

The implementation work has been driven by the eTravel use case requirements and focused on 

providing needed functionalities to run the first version of the eTravel experiment in the TEFIS Portal. 

Therefore, while resource management (section 2.2.1), data management (section 2.2.2) and execution 

(section 2.2.3) parts of the connector have been implemented, tested and used for the eTravel use case, 

other parts not yet fully specified and not required for the first version of the use case will be 

implemented during the second year (section 2.4). 

2.1 CONNECTOR FUNCTIONALITY 
The main service that the ETICS connector offers to the TEFIS’ experimenters is the “build” functionality 

available in the ETICS testbed. ETICS is able to produce distribution packages for a given software starting 

from the source code and the commands to execute the compilation, testing and packaging
1
. In the same 

way, TEFIS’ users will be able to execute build, testing and packaging of their software just providing the 

source code and the aforementioned commands. 

The ETICS Connector is going to be used in the realization of the eTravel use case as the first step of the 

eTravel experiment. The output of the “ETICS step” will be the deployable package of the eTravel 

application that will be used as input by the second step (PACAGrid) that will deploy and run it. The ETICS 

connector is going to be used also in the second TEFIS’ use case (eHealth) that will be implemented 

during the second year of the project. 

Next sections provide details concerning the design, implementation and deployment of the ETICS 

connector. 

2.2 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The ETICS connector has been entirely implemented using the Python programming language and the 

source code is available on the TEFIS SVN repository at the following address: 

https://scm.gforge.inria.fr/svn/tefis/trunk/connectors/etics-connector. 

It exploits the ETICS WS Client (in Python as well), developed and distributed by the ETICS team, to 

realize the interaction between the connector and the ETICS testbed. Through the web service stubs, the 

connector can create, retrieve, update and delete objects in the ETICS database. In fact, the connector 

itself does not store any information on the existing resources because they are stored directly in the 

ETICS database and, through the web service accessed and modified, also from the connector. This 

interaction is depicted in Figure 1. 

                                                           

1
 More information on the ETICS system can be found at http://etics.web.cern.ch/etics/resources.htm 
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Figure 1: High level interaction among ETICS components 

 

The ETICS Web Service authentication is based on X509 digital certificates. The ETICS WS Client 

embedded in the connector uses an appositely created certificate with the following DN released by a 

Certification Authority installed in the ENG infrastructure: 

CN=TEFISConnector Test, OU=Users, O=Engineering Ing egneria Informatica S.p.A., C=IT 

This is a temporary solution since it has several limitation: a) the connector has to store the credentials 

locally, b) it is not possible for ETICS understand which user did a given action because all requested 

submitted by the connector will be done with the same DN, the TEFISConnector account has full 

permissions on all projects configured in ETICS. 

This solution will be refined during the second year of project adopting the Identity Management 

solution that is being defined and implemented in the TEFIS project.  

In the following subsections a detailed view of implementations status is provided divided by functional 

areas of the connector. 

2.2.1 Resource Management 

The definition of the types of resources that ETICS would have published in TEFIS has been challenging 

because of the nature of the ETICS testbed. In fact, ETICS does not provide its users with “classical” 

resources like a physical/virtual machine, a network or a sensor that users can use to run their 

experiments. ETICS offers to its users the capability of configure a software project and use its internal 

infrastructure to compile, test and produce distribution packages from that source code. The main 

concept in the ETICS testbed is, therefore, the software project under test and for those reasons, the 

most natural way of proceeding has been to expose in TEFIS resources of type “eticsproject”. 

Along with the eticsproject resource type also another type of resource type has been created: the 

“eticsexternals”. A resource of type eticsexternals represents a third party software library stored in an 

apposite repository in ETICS testbed. Eticsexternals resources can be referenced by eticsproject 
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resources. Doing so, during the compilation and the testing of a project, the referenced eticsexternals 

will be available in the execution environment. Examples of eticsexternals resources are jdk, ant, log4j. 

These types of resources are managed directly by ETICS administrators and cannot be instantiated by 

TEFIS. Indeed, from the point of view of the connectors eticsexternals resources are read-only and 

cannot be created, deleted or modified but just accessed.  

Hence, the ETICS connector implementation supports the following two resource types: 

• eticsproject: which represents an entity of type project in the ETICS system; 

• eticsexternals: which represents an entity of type component in the project “externals” in the ETICS 

system. 

 

eticsproject Resource Type 

The eticsproject resource represents what in ETICS is called project: an entity where all data about a 

software project is stored (e.g. name, description, source code repository URL, checkout, build, test and 

packaging commands). 

The eticsproject resource has the following configuration attributes: 

• name: the name of the project in ETICS; 

• description: the human readable description of the software project;  

• checkout: commands to execute to download the source code; 

• configure: commands that will be executed just after the checkout commands; 

• compile: commands to execute to build the code. These commands are executed after the 

configure step; 

• test: commands to execute tests against either source code or binaries (e.g. junit, functional test, 

sloccount); 

• environment: a list of environment variables in the form “name=value” that will be automatically 

set by ETICS before the build/test execution start; 

• externals: a list of eticsexternals resources referenced by the project. They will be made 

automatically available by ETICS during the execution. For instance, usually, a project written in 

java will include the jdk eticsexternals resource in this list; 

In the connector implementation it has been decided that, by convention, the id of an eticsproject 

resource is in the format /eticsproject-<projectName>, where projectName is the name of the project in 

ETICS. For instance a project named etravel1 in ETICS will turn in the TEFIS resource /eticsproject-

etravel1. 
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In Figure 2, it is possible to observe how the values of aforementioned attributes are mapped in the 

ETICS database. The mapping is pretty obvious but it is worth noting just that the ETICS connector 

automatically adds some commands in the init and postpublish fields of the entity created in the ETICS 

database in order to facilitate and automate data management operations (see section 2.2.2 for further 

details). 

The operations concerning the resource of type eticsproject are provided by the ProjectAdapter.py 

module that implements the ResourceAdaptor interface defined by the PTM. The list of the provided 

operations is the following: 

• list_resource(parent, typename): lists the project in ETICS. Though, at the moment, this function 

lists all projects in the ETICS system, in the future this might change and the set of projects 

shown could be a subset of all projects (e.g. only projects created through the connector); 

• have_resource(identifier): returns whether a project with the given id exists or not; 

• add_resource(identifier): takes in input a resource configuration and creates a correspondent 

project in ETICS with the same configuration. This is done making several calls to the ETICS web 

service to create all the required objects in the database and relationships among them. Figure 2 

shows how a resource with a given configuration is mapped in the ETICS domain; 

• get_configuration(identifier): takes in input an id of a resource and returns the correspondent 

configuration’s values. This is done by querying  the ETICS web service; 

• set_configuration(identifier, conifg): takes in input the id of a resource and a configuration and 

updates the given resource accordingly with the given configuration; 

• get_attribute(identifier, name): like get_configuration() but also the requested attribute is 

returned; 

• set_attribute(identifier, name, value): like set_configuration() but only the given attribute is 

updated with the given value; 

• delete_resource(identifier): disposes the resource deleting it from the ETICS testbed; 
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Figure 2: Example of an eticsproject resource in the Experiment Manager (above) and in the same 
resource viewed in the ETICS Portal (below) 

 

Finally, Figure 3 shows an UML class diagram highlighting the dependency relationships between 

ProjectAdapter module and the other modules inside the connector. 
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Figure 3: Relationships of ProjectAdapter module with other modules in the connector 

 

eticsexternals Resource Type 

ETICS testbed keeps the repository of third party software libraries (called externals) that can be 

useful/needed by projects during the compilation and/or testing. To reference an eticsexternals resource 

a project must declare a dependency on that resource. Given the importance of this concept, it has been 

decided to make the connector able to expose the list of available externals through the eticsexternals 

resource and to make experimenters able to reference them in eticsproject resources. 

 

The eticsexternals resource type has the following attributes: 

• eticsID: the internal ID of the object in ETICS; 

• description: the human readable description of the software taken from the description the 

component has in ETICS; 
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Figure 4: ETICS externals (from a screenshot of the ETICS Portal) 

 

Figure 4 shows the list of externals available in ETICS. For each of them there is an eticsexternals 

resource with the id /eticsexternals-<name> (e.g. /eticsexternals-ant, /eticsexternals-log4j). It is worth 

mentioning that externals can be added, updated and deleted only by ETICS administrators, therefore 

the connector will be able only to read the configuration of this type of resources.  

Operations that handle resources of type eticsexternals are implemented by the ExternalsAdapter.py 

module: 

• add_resource, set_configuration, set_attribute, delete_resource are not implemented since 

eticsexternals resources are read-only; 

• list_resource(parent, typename): returns all eticsexternals that exist in the “externals” project in 

ETICS (see Figure 4); 

• get_resource(identifier): returns the eticsexternals resource getting the configuration from the 

ETICS database; 

• get_configuration(identifier): returns the attributes of the requested resource retrieving them 

from the ETICS database. 

 

 

2.2.2 Data Management 

Data Management concerns the capability of the connector of: 
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• making available on the testbed’s resources the input data from the TEFIS data management 

system where the experimenter or previous tasks stored it; 

• uploading results coming from the execution back in the TEFIS data management system. 

 

About the nature of input/output data in ETICS: 

• an ETICS job does not require any input data since all information needed to start the job is 

already contained in the configuration. The experimenter must configure in the “checkout” 

attribute the command to download the source code, for example: 

svn checkout svn://scm.gforge.inria.fr/svn/proactiv e/parallel_services/branches/agos-no-
WSSec ${moduleName} 

• the output data of an ETICS job is one (or more) binary package(s) and a set of log files and 

reports generated during the execution. The experiment can choose which files to upload in 

TEFIS at the end of the execution specifying them as output of the ETICS task; 

 

The ETICS connector implements two different methods to manage input and output data, mainly to 

experiment, compare and evaluate the two solutions since the ETICS connector is the first connector 

developed in the TEFIS project and, therefore, implementation experiences are used as reference for the 

other connectors. Figure 5 introduces graphically the two solutions explained also in the following of this 

section. 

 

 

Figure 5: Data Management implementations 
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The first method consists in installing the iRODS client on the same machine where the execution is 

taking place and instructions to download/upload files using the iRODS client are added to the project’s 

build commands. In ETICS this can be easily done by declaring in the eticsproject iRODS as dependency. 

Then in the compile commands the experimenter has to specify the iRODS’ client commands to retrieve 

and/or upload data. The biggest drawback of this method is the fact that the eticsproject contains 

several details of the data management that could be hidden to the experimenter. Among them also the 

credentials to access the iRODS server must be specified. On the other hand, the benefit of this method 

is the fact that the transfer of data is done using the iRODS TCP protocol, which is optimized and 

performs quite well. 

 

In the second method, the connector implements two functions get_input_file() and 

upload_output_file() callable using XML-RPC protocol over HTTPS. Those two functions are part of the 

Tefis Connector Interface (TCI) specifications (see TEFIS project deliverable n° D5.1.1 for further details). 

The implementation of the two functions has been realized averaging on the library PyRods
2
 used to 

interface with the TEFIS’ iRODS server (where experiment’s data is stored). In order to use 

get_input_data() and upload_output_file() functions, the connector adds automatically to each 

eticsproject two set of commands. 

The first set of commands is used to download the ConnectorClient from the repository: 

echo "[ETICSConnector] downloading and installing c onnector-client..."; 

wget 
http://grids07.eng.it/repository/download/volatile/ default/tefis/tefis.connectors.tefis-
connector-framework/0.0.1/ubuntu9_ia32_gcc441/tefis .connectors.tefis-connector-framework-
0.0.1-0.tar.gz -O tcf.tar.gz; tar xzvf tcf.tar.gz; 

echo "[ETICSConnector] connector-client installed";  

while the second is used to upload files (using the ConnectorClient previously downloaded): 

echo "[ETICSConnector] publishing output files...";  

for i in ${tefis-outputfile-list} do 

PYTHONPATH=${moduleDir}/tcf/lib/:${moduleDir}/tcf/l ib/ptm/lib/ python2.6 
${moduleDir}/tcf/lib/tcf/client/connector-cli.py -c  put -s ${moduleDir}/$i -d `basename 
$i` -u http://grids29.eng.it:80 -i ${tefis-executio n-id}; 

done; 

echo "[ETICSConnector] all files uploaded"; 

 

The implementation of get_input_file() and upload_output_file() functions is very general and will be 

probably used also in the other connectors in the future. Speaking of security, the connector access the 

iRODS server using its own credentials (a username/password pair) appositely created to grant the 

                                                           

2
  http://code.google.com/p/irodspython/wiki/PyRods 
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connector with the access of task's input data folders and output data folders in the iRODS filesystem. 

The credentials are stored on the same machine of the connector in a configuration file. 

 

2.2.3 Execution 
The Execution functionality of the connector is realized through the implementation of the following two 

functions expected by the TCI: 

• execute(execution_context, resources, execution_script): execution_id; 

• get_execution_status(execution_id): status. 

The execute() function expects that: 

• execution_context is filled with proper values; 

• the resources array contains in the first position a valid (existing) eticsproject resource; 

• execution_script is a null or a json.   

The implementation calls the submit operation on the ETICS web service specifying the correct 

parameters taken from the eticsproject resource passed in the arguments. As result, a build of the 

correspondent project in ETICS will be executed. 

If in the json string contained in the execution_script there is an element called “fake” and whose value 

is “true” (e.g. {“fake” : “true”}) the ETICS web service will not be actually invoked. This is useful for 

testing purposes. 

The function will return a unique execution_id generated by the function itself. The returned 

execution_id can be used later on in the get_execution_status() calls. 

In fact the get_execution_status() takes as only argument a valid execution_id and queries the ETICS web 

service for the status of the job. Then the ETICS status is mapped in one of the TEFIS’ executions status. 

This is done fairly straightforward by this snippet of code: 

        # maps etics_status into a tefis_status 

        if(etics_status == "Running"): 

            tefis_status = "running" 

        elif(etics_status == "Failed"): 

            tefis_status = "failed" 

        elif(re.match("^Pending", etics_status)): 

            tefis_status = "queued" 

        elif(etics_status == "Success"): 

            tefis_status = "finished" 
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The whole implementation of execute() and get_execution_status() methods can be found in the 

ETICSConnector.py module. 

 

2.3 DEPLOYMENT 
The ETICS connector has been deployed on a virtual machine specifically created for this purpose at 

Engineering facilities. Since the connector does not require a lot of resources, the machine has only one 

core and 1024 Mega Bytes of RAM memory. It is running GNU/Linux Ubuntu version 10.10. The software 

required and installed on the machine to run the connector is python 2.6.5 and iRODS 2.5. 

The connector is reachable at this address: http://grids29.eng.it:80/. The screenshot in Figure 6 shows 

the web interface of the connector (showing available resources) that is possible to obtain pointing to 

the URL above with a web browser. The URL to call the connector through the XML-RPC interface 

remains the same, while the http://grids29.eng.it:80/rest is the REST endpoint of the connector. 

 

Figure 6: ETICS connector web interface homepage 
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2.4 FUTURE WORK 
During the second year of project several improvements are planned in the ETICS connector. Though 

most of them are still in an early stage of specification, it is worth mentioning: 

• Introduction of new type of resources (and/or extending the existing ones) allowing 

experimenters to have more control on the configuration of the ETICS testbed for their 

experiments. For instance one of the parameters that the experimenter could be able to control 

in the future is the platform on which his/her job will be executed. At the moment, that 

parameter is set with a default value (i.e. “ubuntu 9.10”) by the connector, even if the testbed 

itself offers multiple platforms. This could be done either creating a new resource or adding a 

parameter in the eticsproject resource type. Another extension to the eticsproject resource 

could be the addition of parameters to control which plugins (e.g. findbugs, checstyle, sloccount) 

will be executed during the job; 

• Expose in TEFIS the ETICS’ MultiNode Testing functionality that would allow experimenters to 

define more complex testing scenarios that involves multiple nodes at the same time (useful, for 

instance, to test client-server applications); 

• Partial re-implementation of data management functions in order to use the REST API exposed 

by the TEFIS’ data management system. This would replace the current implementation based 

on iRODS protocol. Furthermore the introduction of new operations is being taken into 

consideration (e.g. list_input_files());  

• introduce a better solution for the authentication and authorization at the ETICS testbed. This 

solution will be aligned with specifications that will be globally defined in the project; 

• Finally, in order to improve the implementation of the eTravel use case, the ETICS connector will 

have to implement monitoring capabilities accordingly with the standards that will be defined at 

project level. 
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3 PACAGrid Connector Implementation Summary 
This chapter describes the implementation of the PACAGrid connector done during the first year of the 

TEFIS project. The description of the main characteristics of the PACAGrid connector can be found in the 

Section 6.4 of the deliverable “D5.1.1 Generic and Specific Connectors specifications”.  

The implementation of the PACAGrid connector has been driven by the eTravel use case requirements 

and focused on providing needed functionalities to run the first version of the eTravel experiment in the 

TEFIS platform, as in the case of the ETICS connector. Therefore, while resource management (section 

3.2.1), data management (section 3.2.2) and execution (section 3.2.3) parts of the connector have been 

implemented, tested and used for the eTravel use case, other parts not yet fully specified and not 

required in the first version of the use case will be implemented during the second year (in the Section 

3.4 we outline the future work that has to be done to improve the current implementation of the 

PACAGrid connector). 

 

3.1 CONNECTOR FUNCTIONALITY 
The goal of the PACAGrid connector is to allow the TEFIS user to connect to the PACAGrid testbed. In this 

way the TEFIS user can access the computational resources the PACAGrid testbed provides to run 

applications requiring relevant computing effort such as scientific simulations, prototypes for the 

evaluation of algorithms, financial computations, image processing etc… . 

The computational resources could be native resources or virtualized ones. In the actual deployment 

only native resources are available. The computational resources cannot be accessed directly by the 

TEFIS user, but he can take advantage of the computing power of the resources building a ProActive job 

whose tasks will be distributed and executed on those resources by the ProActive Scheduler installed on 

top of the PACAGrid machines. 

The PACAGrid connector is used in the realization of the eTravel use case as the second step of the 

eTravel experiment. The output of the first step, the ETICS step, of the eTravel use case is the eTravel 

application that will be used as the input of the PACAGrid step to perform scalability and performance 

tests of that application. In that way the scalability of the eTravel application can be tested and the 

optimal deployment/dimensioning of the user infrastructure for a given load can be obtained as the 

output of the PACAGrid step. The PACAGrid connector will be used also in the eHealth use case, 

implemented during the second year of the TEFIS project, to allow the TEFIS experimenters to access the 

computational resources provided by the PACAGrid testbed to process image based medical records. 

 

3.2 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The PACAGrid connector has been implemented using the JAVA programming language while some 

additional python modules have been developed only to configure and launch the execution of the 

PACAGrid connector. The source code is available on the TEFIS svn repository at the following address: 

https://scm.gforge.inria.fr/svn/tefis/trunk/connectors/pacagrid-connector. 
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The development of the PACAGrid connector implied the realization of the interaction with two existing 

entities, the ProActive Scheduling tool and the ProActive Resourcing tool, both running on the PACAGrid 

testbed and used to perform the submission of ProActive jobs and the management of computational 

resources respectively. Both entities provide a REST API. 

The PACAGrid connector exploits the REST API of the ProActive Scheduling tool to perform the execution 

of a TEFIS experiment step on the PACAGrid testbed. In fact, an experiment step on the PACAGrid 

testbed is processed as a ProActive job and the REST API is used to submit the ProActive job to the 

ProActive Scheduling tool (the REST API will, successively, interact with the ProActive Scheduling tool 

through the ProActive Scheduling tool conventional JAVA API). For resource, management instead of 

using the REST API of the ProActive Resourcing tool, we developed a solution based on a custom 

infrastructure manager, TefisInfrastructureManager. In fact, we needed to modify the signature of the 

operations used for the resource acquisition (i.e., acquireNode and acquireAllNodes) in the ProActive 

Resourcing tool since in TEFIS we need to specify additional parameters when performing resource 

acquisition. One of such parameters is the one that allows the TEFIS experiment to acquire, exclusively, 

the set of computational resources it needs during the execution of an experiment step on PACAGrid. 

This kind of resource acquisition is not possible using the standard ProActive Resourcing tool REST API 

(i.e., resources will be shared among all the TEFIS experiments). 

 

 

Figure 7: PACAGrid connector design 
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As the Figure 7 shows, to perform the submission of the ProActive job to the ProActive Scheduling tool 

running on PACAGrid testbed the authentication has to be performed. The credentials to perform the 

authentication are retrieved from the existing mapping between TEFIS users and PACAGrid ones. The 

authentication towards the ProActive Scheduling tool is based on username and password pairs that are 

stored in the ProActive credential file. The ProActive Scheduling tool client (the RESTI API) uses the 

username of the experimenter that owns the running experiment to retrieve the corresponding 

password from the ProActive credential file. Hence, the authentication to the ProActive Scheduling tool 

is performed using the experimenter username and the retrieved password. This is a temporary solution 

that will be modified according to the design choices taken into account during the development of the 

TEFIS Identity and Account Management component. 

The credentials used to perform the authentication to the iRODS server are stored in the PACAGrid 

connector (i.e., in a text file). There is a mapping between the TEFIS user account and the iRODS one. 

That means, during the execution, the PACAGrid connector checks if it has an iRODS account for the 

TEFIS user and, if it is the case, the connector will use that account to perform the authentication 

towards iRODS. This is a temporary solution and it needs to be validated or modified after a deep 

analysis of the TEFIS Identity and Account Management component requirements will be carried out 

during the second year of the TEFIS project. 

In the following sections more details about the current implementation of the PACAGrid testbed 

connector are described. 

  

3.2.1 Resource Management 

The computational resource in PACAGrid is represented by a ProActive node. It can be seen as an entry 

point to the physical resource where the node runs on. The computational resources are managed by the 

ProActive Resourcing tool running on PACAGrid, exclusively, on the behalf of the ProActive Scheduling 

tool running on PACAGrid too. Hence, the PACAGrid user does not have direct access to the 

computational resources but he will use them indirectly only after he submits a ProActive job to the 

ProActive Scheduling tool. In the context of TEFIS, that happens when the experimenter run an 

experiment that contains a step that uses the PACAGrid testbed. 

The resource specification of the PACAGrid testbed resource looks like the following: 

<resourceSpec> 

  <name>ComputationalResource</name> 

  <attribute name="hostArchitecture" type="string"/>  

  <attribute name="memory" type="int"/>  

  <attribute name="cardinality" type="int"/>  

  <attribute name="operatingSystem" type="string"/>  

</resourceSpec> 
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The resource specification is stored in the TEFIS Resource Repository (TEAGLE). In this way the TEFIS user 

can browse resources throughout the TEFIS portal, he can select one of them and he can set the value of 

its attributes in order to define his own resource instance. 

For example the computational resource instance created in the eTravel use case is defined as follows: 

<ComputationalResource> 

  <id type=”string”>resource_ID_xxxx</id> 

  <hostArchitecture>86_64</hostArchitecture> 

  <memory>512MB</memory> 

  <cardinality>8</cardinality> 

  <operatingSystem>Linux</operatingSystem>  

</ComputationalResource> 

The lack of direct access to the PACAGrid testbed resources implies that, currently, in PACAGrid it is not 

possible to instantiate or to reserve a specific resource or a set of resources before starting the execution 

of a ProActive job on them. Even though it is possible to select an appropriate resource (e.g., ProActive 

nodes running on machines characterized by the desired operating system: Linux, Windows etc...) when 

a specific task is ready to be scheduled, this selection is done only when the job is already submitted and 

on a best effort basis. That means during the implementation of the resource management 

functionalities of the PACAGrid connector we had to manage the difference in the semantic between the 

TCI-RM API and the PACAGrid resource management operations. In fact, the TCI-RM API allows the 

connector client to identify and get a specific set of resources that will be used to run an experiment 

later; basically the resources are assigned to the experiment till the moment they are released. That 

being said, the TCI-RM API does not seem to include the notion of reservation. A resource cannot be 

reserved for a defined interval of time in the future. Resource provisioning is triggered when the 

‘add_resource’ operation is called and the resource should be available to the caller till the invocation of 

the ‘delete_resource’ operation, forcing the release of the resource. The difference with the current 

PACAGrid approach is that in PACAGrid the user doesn’t really know if the resources will be available 

when he runs the job because the job is run on a best effort basis. The implementation of the TCI-RM API 

in the PACAGrid connector required the implementation of a new functionality in the PACAGrid testbed 

to allow the user to acquire a resource during the experiment set-up phase so that he can be sure that it 

will be available during the experiment execution. 

The TCI-RM API implementation by the PACAGrid connector, provided by the PACAGridRA JAVA class 

(showed in the Figure 8), has the following behaviours: 

• addResource(configuration): acquisition of a computational resource in PACAGrid using the 

parameters specified in the resource's configuration. This could be realized instantiating a new 

computational resource or acquiring an existing one in the set of free resources; 

• deleteResource(identifier): release the resource corresponding to the specified identifier; 
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• listResource(): list all the available resources; 

• getConfiguration(identifier): retrieve the configuration of the resource corresponding to the 

specified identifier. 

 

 

Figure 8: PACAGrid connector resource management 

 

When the PACAGrid connector is started, the PACAGridRA and the TefisInfrastructureManager 

components are activated. The interaction between them is the basis of the provisioning of the resource 

management features by the PACAGrid testbed connector. As the Figure 8 shows, the Experiment 

Manager forwards the resource management requests to the TEAGLE component that is part of the 

TEFIS platform. TEAGLE, then, transfers those requests to the PACAGridRA that in turn interacts with the 

TEFISInfrastructureManager to, finally, serve them. 

In particular, the TefisInfrastructureManager is the entity that manages PACAGrid computational 

resources for TEFIS experiments. When it is started it manages no computational resource. It’s after the 

“addResource” operation is invoked that computational resources are created/acquired and are 

registered at the TefisInfrastructureManager. The created/acquired resources are tagged with 

information that identifies the experiment that will use them. During the execution of the experiment a 

selection script is executed to select the PACAGrid computational resources created/acquired for that 

specific experiment. That means the experiment will have exclusive access to the PACAGrid resources it 

needs during its execution. 
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When the step of the experiment that is running on the PACAGrid testbed finishes and the 

“deleteResource” operation of the PACAGrid testbed connector is invoked, the used computational 

resources are unregistered from the TefisInfrastructureManager. That means they are destroyed and not 

available for future experiments.  

 

3.2.2 Data Management 

The Data Management for the PACAGrid testbed concerns two aspects: 

• How the input data are accessed by the ProActive job that will run on the PACAGrid testbed 

resources; 

• How the output data of that ProActive job are made accessible throughout the TEFIS Data 

Management system. 

The architecture of the data management system used by the current implementation of the PACAGrid 

testbed connector is the one showed in Figure 5 on page 14 even if the Figure 9 shows additional details.  

 

Figure 9: ProActive connector data management 
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The PACAGrid connector uses the iRODS client to interact with the iRODS server of the TEFIS platform. 

Moreover, a file system shared among all the PACAGrid machines exists. This shared file system is used 

to store ProActive job input and output files. 

The input files of the experiment step that has to be executed on the PACAGrid testbed are served by the 

iRODS server of the TEFIS platform. Before the ProActive job is submitted to the ProActive Scheduling 

tool running on the PACAGrid testbed, those input files are transferred to the PACAGrid file system to let 

them be accessible by the PACAGrid computational resources. The set of the transferred files forms the 

set of input files of the ProActive job that will be executed. 

Concerning the management of the output data of the experiment step executed on PACAGrid, we must 

notice that the name of the output directory, into which the output of the ProActive job executed on 

PACAGrid must be stored, is passed as a parameter to the ProActive job. The path of that output 

directory is resolved by the file system shared among all the PACAGrid machines. Since the PACAGrid 

connector does not resides into TEFIS platform but it runs on the PACAGrid testbed side, it has access to 

the file system on which the output directory of the ProACtive job resides. That means when the 

ProActive job has finished the PACAGrid connector uploads its output in an homonymous directory on 

iRODS. The upload is done using directly the iRODS client so that we benefit of the advantages explained 

in the Section 2.2.2. 

 

3.2.3 Execution 
The access to the PACAGrid testbed from the TEFIS platform is granted by a client-server module, whose 

client part resides into TEFIS while the server part is installed on the PACAGrid testbed. The two parts are 

implemented by two JAVA classes: org.tefis.connector.pacagrid.tciexec.client.TCIEXECClient and 

org.tefis.connector.pacagrid.tciexec.TCIExecImpl. 

We must notice that between the PACAGrid connector client and server part, data that describe the kind 

of experiment step to run on PACAGrid is transferred using XML serialization. 

The components of the TEFIS platform interact exclusively with the TCIEXECClient class that in turn 

forwards the requests to the TCIExecImpl class which represents the implementation of the TCI-EXEC 

interface functionalities. The two implemented methods are: 

• execute(ExecutableEntity, Experiment, String): where the ExecutableEntity is the container of all 

information needed to execute the ProActive job on the PACAGrid testbed (e.g., xml job 

descriptor, JAVA classes, input files and the output folder), the Experiment represents the 

experiment to which the step that must be executed on PACAGrid belongs to (through it 

information about the experimenter credentials can be accessed) and the String stores the 

identifier of the TEAGLE resource(s) to use to execute the ProActive job (i.e., the set of reserved 

PACAGrid computational resources); 

• getJobStatus(String, String): where the first String holds the name of the user who makes the 

request while the second parameter of type String stores the identifier of the job whose status 

must be retrieved. 
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The invocation of the “execute” method triggers the creation of the ProActive job, its submission to the 

ProActive Scheduling tool running on the PACAGrid testbed and the launching of an observer (i.e., 

TEFISJobWatcher) for that ProActive job on the same machine on which the code of the TCIExecImpl class 

is executed on (i.e., on the PACAGrid testbed side). The goal of the observer is to be notified when the 

ProActive job finishes so that to trigger the action to upload the ProActive job output data onto the 

iRODS server of the TEFIS platform, as described in Section 3.2.2.  

The “getJobStatus” retrieves the status of the ProActive job running on the PACAGrid testbed. The 

possible values are: “Pending”, “Running”, “Stalled”, “Finished”, “Paused”, “Canceled”, “Failed” and 

“Killed”. In the first implementation of the PACAGrid testbed connector no mapping between the 

ProActive job status and the TEFIS experiment status is defined. 

 

3.3 DEPLOYMENT 
The PACAGrid connector has been deployed on a virtual machine specifically created for this purpose at 

INRIA facilities. 

The name of the virtual machine is “tefis5.inria.fr” and its IP address is “138.96.19.117”. The 

configuration of the virtual machine is the following: 

• Memory: 4GB; 

• CPU: 1 vCPU on an Intel Xeon E7450 2.40GHz; 

• OS: Linux Fedora Core 14 (2.6.35.6-45.fc14.x86_64); 

• Installed software: MySql 5.1, Apache Http, PHP 5.3.5, iRODS 2.5, python2.6, python2.6-dev, 

PyXML-0.8.4, PyRODS 2.5.0; 

• HD: 30 GB, containing the whole VM installation; 

• Extra space: 500GB. This space is shared among all the components of the TEFIS platform. 

The connector is accessible at the following address: http://tefis5.inria.fr:18080/tefis/. 

 

3.4 FUTURE WORK 
The simplest refinement is the implementation of the mapping between the status of the ProActive job 

and the one of the TEFIS experiment. 

Another improvement to be investigated and that has not been included in the first version of the 

PACAGrid connector is the on demand modification of PACAGrid resources. That is to say, when the user 

must acquire the computational resources of the PACAGrid testbed he can choose, for example, among 

different existing configurations. The improvement could provide some on-demand 

installation/configuration mechanism to allow the user to modify for example the software installed on a 

resource. We must take care that this modification to the current PACAGrid connector implementation 
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would require a complex resource management system and also some non-trivial policies should be 

applied in order to keep the resources in a coherent state (e.g., after the installation of an application on 

some resources, the description of those resources must be updated before another user could read the 

old description). 

Sometimes the ProActive job produces lots of data in output. The time needed to transfer those data 

from the PACAGrid file system towards TEFIS can be relevant. That’s the reason why we need to analyse 

the possibility to implement the TCI-DM interface in the PACAGrid connector, to avoid the automatic 

transfer of the output data (after the ProActive job has finished) and to grant to the TEFIS experimenters 

the possibility to retrieve the output data of their ProActive jobs, even after those job have finished, 

directly from the PACAGrid file system. Instead of using the PACAGrid file sytem maybe it’s more 

appropriate to implement some kind of repository of data where inputs could be submitted by the TEFIS 

user or platform and where TEFIS experiment steps could store result data. 

Moreover, in order to improve the implementation of the eTravel use case, we need to implement 

monitoring functionalities in the PACAGrid connector according to the design and tools chosen to 

provide monitoring functionalities in the TEFIS platform. Concerning this we must notice that PACAGrid 

already provides some monitoring features so that, eventually, we must decide how to modify and/or 

adapt them to the monitoring system that will be developed in the TEFIS platform. 

Finally, a safer and definitive solution to identity and account management has to be provided. Such a 

solution will be carried out according to the design choices of the TEFIS Identity and Account Manager 

component that will be developed for the TEFIS platform during the second year of the project. 
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4 Conclusion 
In the previous sections, the current implementation of the TCI interface by the ETICS and PACAGrid 

testbeds connectors is described. In particular, in the document we present how the TCI-RM, TCI-DM and 

TCI-EXEC interfaces are implemented by the connectors, what are the operations and other interfaces 

(e.g., TCI-IM) not implemented yet and, finally, in the “Future Work” sections we describe the future 

development work to do on the connectors in order to improve the implementation, to offer new 

functionalities for eTravel and/or new use cases and to adapt the implementation to the eventually 

updated TCI interface. 
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